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BMB
is the revolutionary, patented, multi-award winning algae and
mold remover that eliminates the root of algae and mold deeply
and without a trace.

BMB
is a well-known professional product that´s now, for the first
time ever, available for B2C customers exclusively via MediaShop. 

BMB
is patented in 11 countries as well as patent pending in
2 additional countries. 

UNIQUENESS
Instead of just a superficial removal, the BMB algae and mold
remover eliminates the root of algae and mold deeply and by
extracting all toxics out of walls and wood without exception.
It is suitable for in- and outdoor use, leaves no toxic residues
behind and is biodegradable.
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MULTI AWARD-WINNING PRODUCT
Multi award-winning BMB is the worldwide revolution in home-based
mold removal.

2014     Austria: Recognition - Lower Austrian
               Innovation Award for the BMB Mold Removal Process
2015     Austria: Nomination - Ideas and Start-Up Award RIZ
              Genius for the BMB procedure - Worldwide unique mold 
              removal process
2016    Austria: Top 50 ranking - GEWINN Young Entrepreneur
              Award for the BMB mold removal process
2016    Austria: 2nd place - best BUSINESS award for the
              BMB mold removal process
2017    Austria:  Top 100 ranking - GEWINN Young Entrepreneur
              Award for the BMB mold removal process
2018    Austria: Winner -  ACR Cooperation Award with the
              BMB Mold Removal Process
2019    Austria: Winner - Energy Globe Award 2019
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1. PATENTED UNIQUE METHOD

A high quality animation explains the method and
processes step by step several times. In addition,
the effectiveness has been pointed out by showing
several real examples of before and after
pictures of different environments and surfaces
that have been treated using BMB.
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2. PROFESSIONAL PRODUCT

By showing professionals clean large mold infected surfaces with BMB while wearing protective suits, BMB´s 
origin as a professional product is being demonstrated. The voice over informs viewers that BMB is the
result of years of development and experience in the industry, which led to the most effective home-based 
mold removal, based on BMB´s abilitiy to eliminate the root of algae and mold deeply, in contrast to
conventional home remedies, that only treat mold on the surface.
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3. EASY USAGE

Several testimonials are being shown using BMBs easy
3-step-method. Wide angle shots as well as close ups show
how each one of the three liquids is effortlessly sprayed on the
surface and develop their effectiveness without tedious scrubbing.
In addition, the testimonials explain BMBs easy usage during
their interviews. 



  2. creative strategy – the open
The consideration here was to illustrate memorably how mold can negatively effect everyday life in 
general, as well as personal health. This everyday situation was a very conscious decision in order
to raise awareness for the possible danger triggered by mold.



The CTA has many stages of highlighting a great offer according to proven methods from years.
Prior to the CTA itself we placed a PreCTA to gain additional attention and excitement.

The Pre-CTA starts off with showing the golden-patented button followed by the most important advan-
tages – 3 step easy usage, leaves no toxic residues behind and is biodegradable, all of this combined 
with before and after pictures. Next, the product is shown and a special-offer is being announced. To 
gain even more attention extremely high costs of a professional mold removal are shown immediately fol-
lowed by a starting price for BMB which gets reduced step by step until the final special-price
is reached. 

The last highlight being the doubling of the offer without any additional cost meaning orders placed now 
will get a second set absolutely free of charge.

The CTA is completed with showing the 30-day money back guarantee and a compact repetition of the 
offer and payment terms.
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      CTA-Bild

Video Link:
https://youtu.be/UzVaFU_D6LM



3. markets for the show
THE SHOW
is brand new and expected to be in the top 3 for at least 5 months 
on industry reports due to the very strong test results. 
 
THE ROLL OUT
of the show starts in September 2019 in in various countries with a 
media spent of 1 Mio USD

THE SUCCESS
Already successfully testet in various countries: Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland



The test results have been among the best in the 20 year history
of MediaShop.
 
MER was 5:1 
Approximately 200.000 will be sold in 2019.

4. goals of the show  





MediaShop Deutschland Vertriebs GmbH (DE) 
MediaShop GmbH (AUT)

MediaShop AG (LIE)
Telemarketing International Kft (HUN) 

MediaShop AS (TUR)
MediaShop International Trading

Corporate Website: www.mediashop-group.com
Online Shop: www.mediashop.tv

Schwarzottstraße 2a | 2620 Neunkirchen | AUSTRIA | sales@mediashop-group.com


